
Introducing the Case Maker Team

This month I'd like to introduce you to our excellent Case Maker Team, who produce 0201-type boxes on

our two case making machines in our second, nearby factory.

Our recently commissioned Apstar 2.8 metre case maker is a wondrously efficient joy to behold. Not only

can it print up to three colours, die cut (if required), slot, glue, fold and stack in one high-speed operation,

but it also has a robot pre-feeder and fully-automated palletiser. Hence, it makes beautiful boxes, achingly

quickly, and produces pallets that look like rows of soldiers on parade.

Some people like to buy a Ferrari. For my part, I'm drawn to highly productive capital equipment. The new

machine more than doubles our 0201 capacity, which will help to keep our lead times sensibly short and

allow us to better accommodate peaks in demand.

If we don't already supply all of your boxes - we'd love to quote for it all. Please drop me a line with the

details...

Jody Adams, Account Manager

Case Maker Supervisor, Jason Leonard

Jason manages a team of eight highly-experienced case maker

operators. If there’s a photographic dictionary, it will have a

picture of our Jason alongside the phrase ‘salt of the earth’. He’s

earnest, passionate and diligent to a fault.



Jason joined the company in 2002 at the tender age of 19, when

Cumberland Packaging acquired his employer (a screen printing

business). He went on to gain invaluable experience on a range

of machines before being promoted to Supervisor six years ago.

In his spare time, Jason loves fishing for carp in local lakes.

 

Cumberland Packaging
Promoting best practice:

We are certified for BRC/IOP as well as Ethical Trading.

We passed our FSC audit in January 2017.

We’re also a member of the Sheet Plant Association.
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